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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK BLUES SCALES - C
Endorsed by Michael Brecker, Jamey Aebersold, and others, this is the only book
that shows how blues scales can be used to create meaningful jazz solos, even if
you are a total beginner. The accompanying CD of Dan with his working New York
rhythm section demonstrates how each exercise should sound, as well as giving
the student an hour of swinging play-along accompaniment to practice with. Also
features many transcribed phrases of blues scale playing by the masters of jazz.
BLUES SCALE - WIKIPEDIA
A major feature of the blues scale is the use of blue notes; however, since blue
notes are considered alternative inflections, a blues scale may be considered to
not fit the traditional definition of a scale. The blues scale, whether it's major or
minor, is one of the most widely used scales in modern music. Minor and major
blues scales are also the first scales that guitarists learn when exploring lead
guitar. Because they're probably the first scales you learned, you might have
studied them for a. The blue note in blues scale. Blues scale is the pentatonic
scale with one more note (added in the scale). This note is known as "Blue note"
and it is the flattened fifth in the case of the minor pentatonic, or the flattened third
in the case of the major pentatonic. The blues is a type of music that incorporates
blue notes to create tension and the unique sound we recognize as the blues. The
name "the blues" is derived from the "the blue devils," which means sadness.
Mastering the Blues Scale Volume 2-Dominant Chords. I also have tons of
lessons in my Neffmusic store on the blues scales and the 12 bar blues both for
alto and tenor saxophone. Blues scales are very widely used in guitar
improvisation. Despite the name, blues scales are not only used by blues
guitarists - rock and jazz guitarists regularly use them too. In the following blues
scale guitar fretboard diagrams, the root note of the scale is shown in green.
(Therefore, to. Blues Scales for Piano. Adding a "blue note" to the regular
Pentatonic Scale result in the Pentatonic Blues Scale. These scales are for
obvious reasons perfect when playing blues on the piano. Blues scales are
commonly used to solo over Major & minor blues, & over minor chords in general.
Blues scales create a 'bluesy' feeling, or an 'earthy' quality. They are commonly
used by Rock, Jazz, Blues, & R&B players. The blues scale is one of the first
guitar scales we explore on the guitar when learning how to solo. The scale is
used in many different styles of music, such as rock, blues, and jazz. There are 2
kinds of blues scales: the minor blues scale and the major blues scale. Because
of this, this scale is. I give some examples using each scale and explain how the
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major pentatonic scale is the happier sounding scale, versus the minor pentatonic
scale which is more sad (also referred to as the blues. Introduction. When you
start playing solos and thinking of the architecture of a solo, how to build up and
release tension and all these things, you need a basic set of Blues licks to start
with. The Solution below shows the C blues scale, on the piano, treble clef and
bass clef. The 1st construction, using the major scale, starts at Lesson 3. The 2nd
construction, using the minor pentatonic scale, starts at Lesson 6. For a quick
summary of this topic, have a look at Blues scale. This step. "The Blues are a
simple music and I'm a simple man. But the Blues aren't a science, the Blues can't
be broken down like mathematics. The Blues are a mystery, and mysteries are
never as simple as they look!" Guitar: Pentatonic & Blues Scales: Major and Minor
Keys A Simple Approach to Solos Step-by-Step Approach Straightforward
Diagrams Download Inside! The Lucky 13: Top Guitar Articles and Lessons.
Guitar Lessons San Francisco Blues (Minor Blues) Scale Guitar Patterns- Chart,
Key of A Jazz (Ascending Melodic) Minor Scale Guitar Fretboard Patterns- Chart,
Key of A
MAJOR AND MINOR BLUES SCALES - GUITAR TAB AND ESSENTIAL LICKS
Generally speaking, blues guitar scales consist of the pentatonic scales and the
blues scale. These scales are essential scales to master if you want to be able to
play serious blues guitar. BLUES SCALES TAB by Lessons - Scales @
Ultimate-Guitar.Com Online shopping from a great selection at Books Store. (4.6)
Blues Scale. Blues is a very important area of modern music. It is usually
considered the forerunner of both jazz and rock, and it breaks many of the
conventions of classical music theory. Companion to the Blues Scale Guitar
Lesson and Chart. The Blues: King of all Guitar Scales Blues Scale Feature
Guitar Lesson What is the Blues Scale? The Blues Scale is a minor, hexatonic
scale with the scale degrees 1 3 4 5 5 7 named after the American music genre
blues from which it originates. The Blues Scale is derived from the Minor
Pentatonic Scale. It has an added #4th. This note gives the scale a bluesy feel. It
is the only difference between the Blues Scale and the Minor Pentatonic Scale. In
this blues lead guitar lesson you will learn a shape for the blues guitar scale.
Getting this scale shape down will be very fun because you will be able to jump
right in with the jam tracks and start making up your own blues solos. All the notes
in the blues scale for each key up to the 24th fret. This lesson will explore the
many different blues guitar scales used in all the blues sub-genres. All the scales
featured on this page work over the standard 1 4 5 blues progressions, but I've
made it clear when a scale can be used in a minor key, major key, or both. You
should use this lesson in. The blues guitar scale is not just an ordinary guitar
scale. This Scale has launched countless careers, fortunes and amazing celebrity
status. Countless musicians can point to the guitar blues scale on the way to fame
and fortune. Chapter Two: Blues Scales Blues is an irresistible tonality for a guitar
player. Often new players are drawn to the instrument because of a desire to play
the blues. The Blues Scale (Minor Pentatonic) and the Major Pentatonic Scales on
the Guitar - Duration: 10:00. Active Melody 2,280,306 views Here's the free E
Pentatonic Blues scale. The guitar neck diagram shows you the big picture for the
E Pentatonic Blues Scale. It shows you all positions of the scale.
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